The ‘Starting from Values’ Legacy Project team are excited to share findings from the project and explore with participants insights and implications for future work. Focused on the legacies of AHRC ‘Connected Communities’ projects, anyone interested in research impact and community-university collaborations is welcome.

**Why attend?**
- Gain first hand experience of the values approach co-developed in the project
- Explore and contribute to an interactive exhibition space where partners will also share how they have explored the legacies of their projects
- Share your thoughts and join us in developing ways forward and future collaborations

**Call for contributions**
Do you have multiple copies of an evaluation report that you would like to leave on our shelves instead? Any piles of boxes under your desk you’d like to put to good use? Let us know!

We are also inviting other Connected Communities projects - Legacy Projects in particular - to contribute to our sharing space.

---

**Thursday 30 April 2015**
**11am to 5pm**
**Impact Hub Westminster**
1st Floor, New Zealand House
80 Haymarket, London SW1Y 4TE

---

**The Stage**

_11.00 Registration - tea and coffee_
_exhibition space open_

_11.20 Welcome and trigger - sharing insights from the ‘Starting from Values’ legacy project_

**The Strategy Lab**

_Experience ‘Starting from Values’_
Immersive workshop introducing participants to the approaches used in the legacy project.
_Spaces are limited, be sure to book yours_

_12.00 Sharing space - exhibition space_

**13.00 Lunch**

**14.00** Brief introduction to the day if you have just arrived
**14.15** Sharing space - exhibitions - sharing stories – milling – living library
**16.30** Plenary discussion where next for ideas, research and collaborations

**17.00 Event close**

---

**RSVP essential** - Please book your place online on the project website or follow this link:
http://arts.brighton.ac.uk/projects/starting-from-values-evaluating-intangible-legacies/final-project-event

**For contributions and questions**, please contact Elona Hoover, Values and Sustainability Research Group, University of Brighton: E.Hoover@brighton.ac.uk - 01274644707